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MINISTER OF EDUCATION

Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh

Selamat Sejahtera dan Salam Negaraku Malaysia

The Malaysia Education Blueprint (MEB) 2013-2025 vision is to create an 
education system that promotes the holistic development of our children 
through a comprehensive plan which spelled out clear system and student 
aspirations for a nation of lifelong learners. The Blueprint which is well into its 
Second Wave (2016-2020) also aspires that transformation in our education 
system must be the responsibility of all. In essence, we must collaborate in 
supporting the education initiative so that children with different aptitudes, 
strengths and temperaments form a global minded and competitive future 
generation. 

I am proud to note that the Trust School model under the Public-Private 
Partnership between the Ministry of Education and Yayasan AMIR is now in 
its sixth year and has come a long way from its modest start in 2011, from 10 
pilot schools to 83 schools in 10 states and 23 district education offices in 
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2016. The Trust Schools Programme is intended to bring transformational, replicable and equitable change to Public Schools in 
Malaysia. A main priority of the Programme is the development of a rich and engaging learning environment in schools, so that 
students can develop holistically and better realize their personal and scholastic potential, thus preparing them to become 
productive members of society. I am confident that the progress is consistent with the aspirations outlined in the MEB 
2013-2025. 

While we have so far managed to influence many important stakeholders from the private sectors at large to assist in our 
transformation, the challenge that we need to overcome is to expand the model to include more types of schools with greater 
opportunity given to the private sector to be part of this initiative. Hence, I call upon more interested parties and stakeholders out 
there to take part in our transformation drive.

I am taking this opportunity to express my deepest gratitude to Yayasan AMIR and all private sponsors who have allocated huge 
resources to make the Trust Schools initiative a beacon of transformation in our education landscape. We are deeply moved by 
your passion and encouragement. 

Again, I humbly call for your continuing support and hope that more entities in the private sector would come forward to assist 
us in developing our human capital to meet the demands of the 21st century. 

Thank you. 

“PENDIDIKAN ITU KEGEMBIRAAN, KETERBUKAAN DAN KEBAJIKAN”

YB DATO‘ SERI MAHDZIR BIN KHALID
Minister of Education
Ministry of Education Malaysia

YB Dato’ Seri Mahdzir Bin Khalid



SECRETARY GENERAL OF MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
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Dato’ Sri Alias Bin Haji Ahmad

We will continue to work closely with Yayasan AMIR and its partners to ensure that the objectives of the transformation 
initiatives are achieved. I also convey my sincerest gratitude to Yayasan AMIR, LeapEd Services Sdn Bhd, its sponsors, 
partners as well as their relevant stakeholders for walking with us in developing, expanding and sustaining the Trust 
Schools Programme. 

We realize that the road ahead is ripe with challenges but with a great teamwork, we hope to see impactful changes 
taking place in our current education system. Thank you again for the continuous support and we look forward to    
working more closely in the years ahead.

DATO’ SRI ALIAS BIN HAJI AHMAD
Secretary-General 
Ministry of Education Malaysia

Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh.

Selamat sejahtera and Salam Sehati Sejiwa.

The Trust Schools Programme (TSP) spearheaded by the Ministry of 
Education (MoE) Malaysia and Yayasan AMIR has remained relevant 
to the country’s education agenda. The TSP is well positioned to play 
a catalytic role in operationalising the agenda of education reform 
and transformation advanced by the Malaysia Education Blueprint 
2013-2025 (MEB 2013-2025). 

The past six years have been a challenging but very rewarding 
journey, with 83 schools now under the TSP umbrella. MoE with the 
Programme partners, Yayasan AMIR in particular and its education 
service provider LeapEd Services Sdn. Bhd., are hopeful that the 
initial fruits of our collective efforts and collaboration can be borne in 
the not too distant years. Sustainability is ensured through the    
development of key resource persons from within the school and 
district education offices, as well as the formation of a growing 
network of Trust Schools in Malaysia, in turn providing a platform for 
continuous sharing of best practices nationally. 



DIRECTOR GENERAL OF MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

Tan Sri Dr. Khair Mohamad Yusof

I understand as well that our society emphasizes the significance of teachers’ role in schools. This is also widely 
supported by the research works. However, teachers cannot fulfil their role without support. They need collaboration, 
development of expertise and excellent school leaders. This is the reason that teacher development is a constant focus 
in transformation.

In its sixth year, the TSP embodies the coming together of private and public sectors to enact transformation initiative 
that focuses on the two critical factors that I have mentioned above. It is critical at this juncture that the Ministry and 
Yayasan AMIR as well as its partners strengthen not only all its strategic goals but also enhance the support structure 
by working collaboratively with states and district education offices. By adopting an approach for sustainability, it can 
define the issues, organize itself, and voice its priority needs for in-depth transformation development. Again, we need 
to do this together as a team. 

Let me take this opportunity to congratulate all involved in the programme for making the partnership and collaboration 
work thus far. Thank you for your support and commitment, as I am sure it made a difference to the outcome. Lest we 
forget, there is indeed still more work to do in the long haul and let us endeavour to deliver the best for the betterment 
of our children’s education. 

TAN SRI DR. KHAIR BIN MOHAMAD YUSOF
Director General 
Ministry of Education Malaysia

Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh.

Selamat Sejahtera and Salam Sehati Sejiwa.

During a recent launching of the Annual Report on Malaysia              
Education Blueprint 2013-2025 (MEB 2013-2025), I alluded to the 
idea of “merakyatkan pelaksanaan PPPM” or to make the                  
implementation of MEB’s aims and aspirations mainstream. Firstly, I 
stressed that the creation of the Blueprint was the result of 16 
sessions of national consultation on education with more than 7,000 
recommendations from multiple stakeholder channels in 2012 and 
further feedbacks were obtained from the country in 2013. The 
Blueprint is essentially a national document whose mandate of       
transformation was given by the citizens to be implemented by the 
Ministry of Education. Secondly, as the Blueprint is the outcome of 
the national dialogue, the implementation also calls for national 
participation from stakeholders of all walks of life. Specifically, the 
Trust Schools Programme (TSP) is designed to call for more              
involvement from the private sectors in the form of Public-Private 
Partnership model. 

In my point of view, the critical success factors of transformation in 
school rest on at least two important focuses: a focus on creating 
and developing school leaders as instructional leaders and a focus 
on developing teacher expertise and competency. At the school 
level, we need to have more school leaders who are instructional 
leaders. 
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Raja Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Arshad
bin Raja Tun Uda

provide a comprehensive understanding of the Trust Schools Programme so as to build continuous systemic support 
as the Programme matures. We also organised two batches of the Inter-cluster Rangkaian Sekolah Amanah (RaSA). 
The first batch is for Senior Leadership Team amongst Principals and Headmasters (PGB) of 62 Trust Schools, and the 
second batch is for Middle Leaders and selected students from all 15 secondary Trust Schools. Finally, we have also 
organised the Fifth Trust Schools Conference themed “Innovation Drives Sustainable Education Transformation” at 
Berjaya Waterfront Hotel, Johor Bahru in August.

On behalf of Yayasan AMIR and the Ministry of Education, I convey my deepest gratitude to our sponsors for their kind 
support and generous contributions, which really made an enormous difference to us. I would also like to thank LeapED 
Services Sdn Bhd for all the continued efforts and support given to the programme as our education service provider. 
 
I would like to urge all corporations, corporates, alumni and friends who are looking for ways to “give back”, to lend 
their hand to work together with us. We ask you to consider joining the Trust Schools Programme. Thus, it is only 
through the collective effort of all entities that we will be able to provide and prepare our children for a better future.

Taking the message further, Yayasan AMIR will diligently pursue its goals to ensure that they are achieved. In this 
progress report, we hope to provide a broad stroke of our work, progress to date and outcomes of Trust Schools 
Programme.

Once again, I wish to say thank you to all, and on behalf of the board and the team, present to you Yayasan AMIR’s 
Annual Report for 2016.

RAJA TAN SRI DATO’ SERI ARSHAD BIN RAJA TUN UDA
Chairman
Board of Trustees

CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

Dear Stakeholders and Partners, 

It is my pleasure to present our Annual Progress Report for 2016. 
This Progress Report sets out the progress of the Trust Schools 
Programme as well as key initiatives that have benefitted the 
schools in the year 2016.

A major milestone in the programme was the growth of Trust 
Schools to include one new state. Looking back, at the end of 
2016, we have increased the number of Trust Schools to 83, an 
addition of 21 new Trust Schools; seven schools in Terengganu, 
five in Kelantan, three each in Sarawak, Perak and Selangor 
were added. Kelantan is our new state in the Programme. 

Altogether, I am happy to note that the Trust Schools family now 
stands at 83 schools with approximately 4,670 teachers and 
65,000 students in 10 states (JPN) and 23 district education 
offices (PPD). 

Other milestones include the Garis Panduan Sekolah Amanah 
(GPSA) Workshop at State Education Districts (JPN). We have 
successfully held the workshops involving senior and middle 
level JPN personnels from 9 states and these were held to 
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BOARD
OF
TRUSTEE

IMPROVING 
curriculum and 

delivery of 
education

IMPROVING
management of 

schools

PROVIDING
specific technical 

and financial 
assistance

CREATING A LEADING 
NETWORK OF 
integrated and 

sustainable schools

Our Mission

Three Key Outcomes

To promote excellence 
in the schooling system by:

Objective
To steer the transformation of the schools towards revitalising the school 
culture, with a focus on excellence and holistic student outcomes. 

Trust Schools are government schools that are jointly managed by Yayasan AMIR (YA) and school principals under the 
umbrella of the Ministry of Education (MoE). YA is entrusted to support the schools in embedding sustainable education 
practices that are monitored by MoE. 

OUR STORY

Embedment of 
innovative culture 

throughout the school

Making education a 
community 

responsibility

Development of 21st 
century learners
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Raja Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Arshad bin Raja Tun Uda is presently a director of Khazanah Nasional 
Berhad and Yayasan DayaDiri. He is also the chairman of Maxis Berhad, ICON Offshore 
Berhad, Ekuiti Nasional Berhad and Yayasan Raja Muda Selangor. He is also the Chancellor 
of Universiti Selangor. He was formerly executive chairman and senior partner of               
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) Malaysia, chairman of the Leadership Team of PwC Asia 7, 
and chairman of the Malaysian Accounting Standards Board and Danamodal Nasional 
Berhad. His previous international   appointments include being a member of the PwC Global 
Leadership Team, the PwC Global IFRS Board and the Standards Advisory Council of the 
International Accounting Standards Board. His previous public appointments include being a 
member of the Securities Commission, the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia 
Commission, the Investment Panel of the Employees Provident Fund and the board of 
trustees of the National Art Gallery. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
in England and Wales, and a member of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants. He is also a 
member of the Malaysian Institute of Certified Public Accountants and served on its council 
for 24 years, including three years as its president.

Kenneth Shen was appointed as our Trustee on 10 February 2012. He joined Khazanah 
Nasional Berhad as the Executive Director of Investments in July 2011. Ken is a member of 
the Boards of Directors of Axiata Group Berhad, Edotco Group Sdn. Bhd. (under Axiata 
Group Berhad), Themed Attractions Resorts & Hotels Sdn Bhd and Iskandar Malaysia Studio 
Sdn Bhd (IMS).

Dato’ Noor Rezan Bapoo Hashim was appointed as our Trustee on 10 February 2012. She is 
the former Deputy Director-General of the Ministry of Education Malaysia and headed a    
Committee under the purview of the Prime Minister to strengthen the English Language in 
Malaysian schools. She was also the Ministry’s Lab Leader under the National Key Result 
Areas (NKRA) in Education. Dato’ Noor Rezan is currently the Education Advisor to Khazanah 
Nasional Berhad, providing guidance on several educational initiatives, namely PINTAR 
Foundation, the Trust Schools Programme, and Teach for Malaysia (TFM). She is also the 
Senior Independent Non-Executive Director of  Sasbadi Holdings Berhad.

RAJA TAN SRI DATO 
SERI ARSHAD BIN 
RAJA TUN UDA

DATO‘ NOOR REZAN 
BAPOO HASHIM

Puan Zailah Tun Dr Ismail Al-Haj was appointed as our Trustee on 18 July 2016, bringing over 
20 years’ experience of public relations, spanning in the fields of corporate, financial and 
academia in England, Turkey, Sultanate of Oman and Malaysia. She was appointed as the 
Public Relations Advisor to the Governor of Bank Negara in 2000. During her stint at Bank 
Negara, she was instrumental in forming Malaysia’s first Deposit Insurance. She also served 
as government relations consultant for Burson-Martsteller Sdn. Bhd. Pn Zailah has held 
various directorship portfolios over 20 years with several Japanese companies. Currently, she 
is a Director of Total Logistic Sdn Bhd and Indah Delegasi Sdn Bhd. She is also an                   
Independent Director UEM Edgenta Berhad.
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
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Yayasan AMIR and Ministry of Education Malaysia (MoE) would like to extend our sincere appreciation to all our 
like-minded sponsors who believe that each child deserves an opportunity to maximise his or her full potential.

Your commitment and support to both the school that you have sponsored and the overall Programme, allows us to 
explore innovative ways to sustainably accelerate the transformation of our public education system and produce 
holistically developed students who can take charge of their own learning.

SPONSORS

Khazanah Nasional Berhad Yayasan Hasanah

Yayasan DayaDiri Westport Malaysia UEM Group Berhad

Yayasan PahangPetronas Tenaga Nasional Berhad
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Yayasan AMIR 
Non-profit organisation

Yayasan AMIR is a not-for-profit foundation whose principal activity is to collaborate with MoE in response to the 
Government’s call for a greater Public-Private Partnership in the education sector to accelerate the development of a 
holistic educational experience for children in Government schools via the Trust Schools Programme (TSP). The       
strategic partnership is formalised through the signing of a Public-Private Sector Operation & Management Agreement 
(PPSOMA).

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

LeapEd

SponsorsMoE

Yayasan AMIR

Service
Agreement

Programme
Operator

Public-Private Sector 
Operation & Management Agreement

Ministry Of Education LeapEd Services Trust Schools Network

Trust Schools Network

• HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOL • INDIGENOUS SCHOOL (ASLI) 
• VERNACULAR SCHOOL  • FELDA SETTLEMENT SCHOOL • DAY SCHOOL  
• RESIDENTIAL & HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOL  • RELIGIOUS SCHOOL

•
•

•

•

• •
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Public to Goverment
Regulator
Public schools owner

Sets overall vision and 
strategic direction of the 
TSP 
Procures sponsors for
the financial sustainability 
of the TSP 

Wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Khazanah Nasional Berhad 
(Education Service 
Provider)
A specialist team is 
deployed to each school•

83 Trust Schools currently 
implementing the Trust 
Schools model
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1 Sponsorship 2 Selection 3 Designation as
Trust School

4 Key Performance 
Targets Setting (KPT)
(5-year road map)

5 Transformation
Phase

6 Solidifying
Phase

7 Transition
Phase

8 Accreditation 9 Model School

MOE
Support

CULTURE EMBEDMENT
CULTURE EMBEDMENT

PPD
Support

HOLISTIC
STUDENT

JPN
Support

MOE
Support

PPD
Support

JPN
Support

MOE
Support

PPD
Support

JPN
Support

Sponsorship of 
Trust Schools 
Programme (TSP) 
may come from 
any foundations, 
private companies, 
alumni groups, 
non-governmental 
organisations 
(NGOs) or 
individuals who are 
willing to sponsor a 
Trust School

An application 
form is to be 
submitted to MoE

• The selection 
process involves 
assessing current 
situation, needs, 
challenges, and 
support that the 
schools aspire to 
execute in the 
Trust Schools 
Programme

• 

Approval is sought 
from MoE to 
designate Trust 
Schools upon 
agreement by 
Sponsors

The Trust Schools 
Programme adopts 
the Gradual Release 
Model (GRM) to 
embed sustainable 
school
improvement 
practices

Rigorous self-evalua-
tion process to identify 
and set the schools’ 
Take-Off Values (TOV) 

KPT is presented to 
MoE for approval

Schools to plan 
roadmap to meet KPT 

Schools to develop 
annual tactical plan to 
focus on key areas for 
improvement

Theory, modelling 
and new systems 
are introduced

• Schools staff 
takes ownership

Schools embed 
activities and 
best practices

Progress are 
monitored and 
selective support 
are provided for 
accreditation

• 
Reach the expected 
standard of a Trust 
School 

Expected to sustain 
these systems and 
develop continuously 
with the support from 
MoE

• Independent 
practices

• 
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Yayasan AMIR

TRUST
SCHOOLS
NETWORK

  JOHOR 

   SK Bandar Uda 2
   SK Kg. Layau
   SJK(T) Kangkar Pulai
   SMK Gelang Patah
   SMK Semenchu
   SK Ladang Pendas
   SK Jeram Batu
   SK Pekan Nanas
   SK Pasir Gudang 1
   SK Pasir Gudang 3
   SK Pasir Gudang 4
   SK Medini
   SJK(C) Yu Ming 2
   SM Agama Bugisiah
   SMK Pekan Nanas
   SMK Pasir Gudang 2
   SMK Pasir Gudang 3
   SMK Medini

  PAHANG

   SK Kempadang
   SK Tanjung Lumpur
   SMK Tanjong Lumpur

TERENGGANU

   SK Kijal
   SK Bukit Anak Dara
   SK Ibok
   SK Telok Kalong
   SMK Kijal   
   SK Paka III
   SK Pengkalan Berangan
   SK Jerong
   SK Wakaf Tapai
   SMK Seri Paka
   SMK Pengkalan Berangan
   SMK Wakaf Tapai

SELANGOR

   SK Pulau Indah
   SK Pulau Indah 2
   SMK Pulau Indah
   SK Bandar Sunway
   SK Lembah Subang
   SK Cyberjaya
   SMK Bandar Sunway
   SMK Lembah Subang
   SMK Cyberjaya
   SMK Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi
   SK KLIA
   SK Kg. Jawa
   SJKT. Ladang Ampat
   SMK Kg. Jawa

 SARAWAK

   SK Tabuan
   SK Combined
   SK Kg. Empila
   SM Sains Kuching
   SMK Seri Setia
   SK Siar Campuran
   SK Stunggang Melayu
   SK Sampadi
   SK Bumiputera
   SMK Sungai Maong
   SMK Muara Tuang
   SMK Lundu
   SK Kg. Tanjung Tuang
   SK Niup
   SK St. Michael

 SABAH

   SK Kimanis
   SK Mandahan
   SK Pekan Kimanis
   SMK Bongawan 2
   SMKA Limauan

 PERAK

   Kolej Melayu Kuala Kangsar
   SK Seri Samudera
   SK Seri Bayu
   SMK Seri Samudera

 NEGERI SEMBILAN

   Kolej Tunku Kurshiah

KUALA LUMPUR

   SK Desa Pandan
   SK Convent Jalan Peel
   SK Sultan Hisamuddin Alam Shah
   SJK (T) Vivekananda
   SMK Cochrane
   SMK Taman Maluri

Cohort 2016Cohort 2015Cohort 2014Cohort 2013Cohort 2011

The Trust Schools Programme has presence across 10 
states in Malaysia, namely Johor, Pahang, Selangor, 
Wilayah Persekutuan, Perak, Negeri Sembilan, Kelantan,
Terengganu, Sabah & Sarawak

There is a total of 83 Trust Schools.
Cohort 2011 - 10 schools  Cohort 2013 - 3 schools
Cohort 2014 - 17 schools Cohort 2015 - 32 Schools
Cohort 2016 - 21 Schools

10 Schools

4,670 8365,000
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3 Schools 17 Schools 32 Schools 21 Schools

KELANTAN

   SK Jeli (I)
   SK Ayer Lanas
   SK Gemang
   SMK Jeli
   SMK Ayer Lanas

2016
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Yayasan AMIR

GUSTO
SCHOOLS2 0 1 6

  PULAU PINANG

  PERAK

   SMK Kuala Kurau
   Peralihan  1 class
   Form 1      5 classes 
   Form 2      5 classes 
   Students   181
   Teachers   43

181 531354
CLASSES

   SMK Kamunting
   Peralihan  1 class
   Form 1      5 classes 
   Form 2      4 classes 
   Students   394
   Teachers   43

   SMK Jelutong
   Peralihan  1 class
   Form 1      4 class 
   Form 2      4 class 
   Students   218
   Teachers   24

   SMK Taman Sejahtera
   Peralihan  1 class
   Form 1      5 classes 
   Form 2      4 classes 
   Students   263
   Teachers   33

   SMK Permatang Tok Labu
   Peralihan  nil
   Form 1      6 classes 
   Form 2      6 classes 
   Students   298
   Teachers   38

IMPACT SUMMARY

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:



GUSTO SCHOOL PROGRAMME

GUSTO or Ground Up School Transformation is collaboration between Pulau Pinang and Perak State Education 
Departments with Yayasan AMIR, LeapEd Services and Teach For Malaysia. The respective State Education Directors 
launched this pilot programme in early 2015 and it officially kicked off in schools in May 2015.  The 5 schools involved 
are SMK Jelutong, SMK Taman Sejahtera and SMK Permatang Tok Labu in Pulau Pinang while SMK Kuala Kurau and 
SMK Kamunting are in Perak. By design, GUSTO impacts the identified schools gradually and progressively over a 3 
year period. In 2015, the affected students and teachers were those teaching and studying in Form 1 and Peralihan 
forms. In the second year (2016), the programme included those who taught and studied in Form 2 as well. This 
model’s key element is the development of internal champions known as the Change Teachers (CT) and Senior Change 
Teachers (SCT) as well as the up-skilling of the GUSTO teachers through Continuous Professional Development  (CPD) 
courses followed by professional learning community (PLC) activities and additional coaching where necessary. The 
selection and support for SCTs and CTs are crucial to ensure programme continuously gets supported after the 
programme period and intervention, which is a critical success factor for school readiness and programme                   
sustainability. As with any pilot, enhancements had occured mid way into the programme. As such, the GUSTO Key 
Performance Target (KPT) was first introduced to schools in 2016 that served as a Monitoring and Evaluation tool which 
clearly outlines the 4 KPT Areas of Transformation.

The 4 GUSTO KPT Areas of Transformation are: 
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KPT 1

SENIOR 
LEADERSHIP TEAM

KPT 2

CHANGE TEACHERS

KPT 3

TEACHERS

KPT 3

STUDENTS

There is high quality 
leadership and 
management

There is effective
 continuing professioal 

development

There is effective 
teaching and learning

Student achievement and 
potential has improved

2016 was a year of continuous growth for the programme and the schools as different elements and tools were tested 
as part of programme enhancement. The upcoming year will be the most critical of the 3 years as the support for the 
GUSTO by Yayasan AMIR, LeapEd Services and Teach For Malaysia heads to a close and will be handed over to the 
respective State Education Departments at the end of 2017. 



• 2016 Milestones

CURRENT 
MILESTONES 
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Milestones

2016

Schools Selection 
Visit for Cohort 2016 
in Kedah and Perlis

Preliminary Session 
on AMAN project at 
JPN Kedah

Guru Besar Award 
Ceremony for Sabah 
Cluster organised by 
PETRONAS

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

SCHOOL

RaSA

GUSTO

OnBoarding 
Sessions at 
schools in 
Terengganu, 
Pahang, 
Selangor and 
Kuala Lumpur

•

Engagement session 
with Cohort 2015 
(January) Selangor 
and Sarawak

1st Garis Panduan 
Sekolah Amanah 
(GPSA) CPD at JPN 
in Terengganu, Sabah 
and Kuala Lumpur

•

1st GPSA CPD at 
JPN in Sarawak and 
Selangor

Commencement of 
the Continuous 
Professional 
Development (CPD) 
modules for school 
leadership and 
teachers

•

•

APRIL
Trust Schools 
Volunteer Group 
(TSVG) Workshop 
in Kuala Lumpur

Schools Selection 
Visit for Cohort 
2016 in Kelantan

•

MAY
Guru Besar Award 
Ceremony for 
Terengganu Cluster 
organised by 
PETRONAS

School visit by 
delegates from 
Maldives to SK 
Convent Jalan Peel

1st Inter Cluster 
Programme 
(Rangkaian Sekolah 
Amanah ‘RaSA’) with 
all 62 Trust Schools 
Pengetua & Guru 
Besar

Bengkel Pasukan 
Pemantauan GPSA

•

JUNE
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
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JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

GPSA

JULY
Schools Mid-Year 
Progress Report

•

AUGUST
2016 Trust Schools 
Conference at 
Berjaya Waterfront 
Hotel, Johor Bahru

Launch of GPSA

Yayasan AMIR 
features in Astro 
Awani

School visit by 
delegates from 
Maldives to SJK(T) 
Vivekananda

•

STEPS Workshop

Schools Select Visit 
for Cohort 2016 in 
Perak and Negeri 
Sembilan

SEPTEMBER
•

•

OCTOBER
Schools Selection 
Visit for Cohort 2016 
in Terengganu

•

NOVEMBER
Yayasan AMIR 
Strategic Meeting

Announcement of 21 
schools as Cohort 
2016 Trust Schools in 
Kelantan, 
Terengganu, 
Sarawak and 
Selangor

2nd RaSA 
programme with all 
32 Secondary Trust 
Schools Middle 
Leaders & Students

•

DECEMBER
TSVG Workshop in 
Kota Kinabalu

•

•

•

•

•

•
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• Strategic Goals
• Implementation Strategy
• Programme Overview
• Progress To Date

IN FLIGHT
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The four strategic goals of the Trust Schools Programme are:

Effective school-wide, distributed leadership at every level and utilisation of various 
leadership styles

School leaders are leaders of learning with a thorough understanding of effective 
learning

High-performing principals and headmasters who are models of best practices

Continuous process of school development planning and self-evaluation effectively 
translated into practice in all areas of the school

Robust performance management system practices are used to ensure continuous 
improvement

Financial planning ensures that students benefit from sound financial judgements and 
decision-making which is linked to strategic objectives and tactical priorities

•

•

•

•

•

•

1. Develop High Quality Leadership and Management

Develop High Quality 
Leadership and 
Management

Strengthen Engagement
of Parents, Community 

and Other
Stakeholders

Maximise Student 
Achievement and 

Potential

Improve the Quality 
of Learning and 

Teaching

INTEGRATED
SCHOOL

IMPROVEMENT

4 
S
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STRATEGIC GOALS
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Utilise a broad range of pedagogies and methodologies appropriately and consistently

Consistently reflect on the impact of their practices on student progress and     
achievement

Successfully create a positive learning environment with high expectations where 
students are challenged, supported and nurtured

Usage of multiple sources of data and information about individual students to          
personalise learning experiences

•

•

•

•

2. Improve the Quality of Learning and Teaching

The school’s curriculum and co-curriculum activities match learners’ needs, interests, 
aspirations and capabilities that contribute to learners’ achievement and enjoyment

The school’s co-curricular provision is directly linked to, and enriches the core and 
extended curriculum

All schools introduce innovative assessment methodologies and practices that allow 
students to demonstrate their achievements in varied and creative ways

All teachers consistently apply the principles and practices of effective assessment for 
learning

The school identifies, and provides support for students’ personal, social, intellectual 
and emotional development needs with an emphasis on the principles of Modal Insan

•

•

•

•

•

3. Maximise Student Achievements and Potentials

There are strong partnerships between the parents and the schools to support the 
holistic development of the students

Innovative and creative partnerships as well as collaborations exist within the local 
communities

•

•

4. Strengthen the Engagement of Parents, Community & Other 
    Stakeholders

The above Strategic Goals are implemented in accordance with the specific needs of each Trust Schools to ensure the 
implementation of all four Strategic Goals in these schools are integrated and the schools act as a catalyst for best 
practices.
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5 – Year Plan (Gradual Release Model) 

The Gradual Release Model (GRM) was envisioned to develop capacity and embed systems in order to gradually 
release responsibility to the schools, Jabatan Pendidikan Negeri (JPN) and Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah (PPD) to ensure 
sustained change is maintained beyond the duration of the programme.

PRE-
IMPLIMENTATION

TRANSFORMATION
PHASE

School 
Selection

Introduction of theory 
and demonstration of 
new system

SOLIDIFYING 
PHASE

TRANSITIONING 
PHASE

Trust Schools 
culture

Monitor and 
support for 
accreditation

I DO YOU FOLLOW WE DO TOGETHER YOU DO I WATCH

POST- 
ACCREDITATION

YEAR 5YEAR 4YEAR 3YEAR 2YEAR 1

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

TRAIN &
 SUPPORT

MONITOR

TRUST SCHOOLS STRATEGIC GOALS

PLAN

Schools undertake rigorous self-evaluation process utilising the Self Evaluation      
Framework to identify their Take-Off Values (TOV) and determine the target after five 
years. The KPT looks at two dimensions i.e. school progress based on the four strategic 
goals and student outcomes.

TRUST SCHOOLS ROAD MAPS (5-YEAR PLAN)
Schools plan roadmap to meet KPT.

TRUST SCHOOLS IMPROVEMENT PLAN (ANNUAL PLAN)
Schools develop an annual tactical plan which is customized by each school’s needs in 
order to focus on key areas for improvement in support of the 5-year Plan. 

APPLICATION REFLECTION CHALLENGE (ARC) TECHNIQUE

CONTINUOUS  PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (CPD) 

Embedded in the programme is the ARC technique which enables the school staff to 
immediately apply the CPD to their classroom, reflect on its effectiveness and improve 
further applications, initially with the support of the Education Service Provider, and        
subsequently with their peers. 

CPD modules are tailored to the respective roles and responsibilities expected of each level 
of school staff. These modules are delivered by the Education Service Provider.

SCAFFOLDED TEACHING & LEARNING PRACTICES

SCHOOL DIAGNOSTICS : BASELINE OBSERVATIONS
Identify teacher's TOV.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PMS)
A system to recognize the programme’s achievement and identify any areas requiring 
additional support at three levels : 

• Network 
• Schools 
• Individual teachers 

KEY PERFORMANCE TARGET (KPT) SETTING
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It is a model of implementation

It focuses on school-wide transformation 

Its strategic goals are focused on all stakeholders 
concurrently; namely the school leaders, teachers, students, parents 

and community 

It inculcates sustainable changes within 
the schools via CPD 

It is customised according to the school’s readiness per the baseline 
observation conducted prior to the implementation of the Programme 

The commitment of all stakeholders - Senior Leadership Team (SLT), teachers, 
students, community is vital for the sustainability of the Programme 

Trust Schools Programme (TSP) commenced in 2011 with an initial cohort of 10 schools. The duration of the TSP is five years 
and follows a Gradual Release Model.

26

TRUST SCHOOLS PROGRAMME KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

One of the changes proposed in the Malaysia Education Blueprint 2013-2025 is to allow schools to have more autonomies and 
decision-making capabilities with regard to how their schools are run. Under TSP, school leaders are guided to take charge of 
the following:

1. CURRICULUM

AUTONOMIES

3. PROCUREMENT2. STAFFING

4. PUPIL POLICIES

5. UTILISATION 
OF FUNDS 

COLLECTED

6. TIMETABLE & 
SCHOOL 

CALENDAR



It is expected that upon release from TSP and achieving Accredited School status, there are sufficient systems in place 
to ensure sustainability after Year 5. These systems include:

There is effective Leadership and Management within the school
Constantly raising the Quality of Teaching and Learning
School is able to maximise Students Potential and Outcomes 
There is increase involvement of Parents and Community in school programmes and activities

•
•
•
•

1. Integrated School Transformation Programme

Regular use of the PMS systems to set and track overall schools and students Key Performance Targets, 
individual PMS targets 
Report key milestones progress throughout the programme 

•

•

3. Performance Management System

Develop in-school pedagogical support through the development of Middle Leaders, establish PLCs within the 
school and surrounding areas 
Implement GRM with increased independence and ownership for school to ensure sustainable change
practices 

•

•

4. Sustainability Factors

SLT is able to deliver CPDs to the whole school 
Encourage student development through integrated co-curriculum framework, leadership training, cooperative 
learning and creativity

•
•

2. Training & Support

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Model Trust Schools
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(1) THE YEAR IN REVIEW
PROGRESS TO DATE 

Year 2016 was a momentous and notable year for the Trust Schools Programme (TSP). While continued progress was 
achieved for all schools, strategic sponsor engagement bore fruit with one significant sponsor and in turn 21 new 
schools entered into the programme. This stretches our target for schools for Cohort 2016. The TSP now has a network 
of 83 schools in 23 district education offices (PPD) and 10 state education departments (JPN), including one new state 
joining the programme, Kelantan.

(A) PROGRAMME EXPANSION

(I) New Sponsor Outreach/Engagement

Blazing new trails, the Trust Schools expansion in 2016 welcomes 21 new schools joining the TSP, bringing the total 
number of schools to 83 Trust Schools in 10 states across Malaysia. The new schools were jointly identified by Ministry 
of Education, Yayasan AMIR and Sponsors, based on:

(II) TSP Expansion in New States

In 2016, Yayasan AMIR continues to break grounds by expanding into 21 new schools in Kelantan, Terengganu, Perak, 
Selangor and Sarawak with the participation of 1 new Sponsor; Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB). 

The new state in this expansion is Kelantan, in Jeli district; whereas, the new districts comprise of Kota Samarahan in 
Sarawak, Klang in Selangor, Manjung in Perak and Dungun & Marang in Terengganu.

CONTINUITY
TSP promotes the Primary to Secondary Feeder-Upline model for schools. The mechanics of this model is such 
that there MUST be at least one or two primary schools under the Programme that has a feeder secondary school 
within the same vicinity. This allows easy placement and smooth transitioning for the students.

CLUSTER
To enable the development of Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) amongst the teachers and to encourage 
student activities within the network, Yayasan AMIR endeavours to select schools based on a group of three to five 
schools per cluster. 
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(B) PROGRAMME ENHANCEMENT & INITIATIVE

(I) Student Empowerment and Progress Standards 
    (STEPS)

(II) Trust School Volunteer Group (TSVG)

In late 2014, Yayasan AMIR established the TSVG comprises of volunteers from Trust Schools, JPNs and PPDs who 
would like to contribute ideas for the sustainability of TSP. Through TSVG, Yayasan AMIR gains feedback from the 
ground and use these feedback to improve the Programme. In 2016, two TSVG sessions were held in 29 April and 13 
December with a total of 47 and 53 volunteers respectively attending these sessions.

Yayasan AMIR also continues to receive numerous requests to open up the membership to TSVG. We are considering 
the expansion for 2017.

Started in 2015, Yayasan AMIR and LeapEd commenced the           
development work to design and create an instrument to measure 
holistic development of students in line with the six students’ 
aspirations envisioned in the Malaysian Education Blueprint 
2013-2015. 

In 2016, the bold attempt gave birth to a streamlined, next version 
development initiative called Student Empowerment and Progress 
Standards or STEPS. Based on the building blocks of past effort, 
STEPS is designed to achieve specified student outcomes through 
sound instructional practices and based on a classroom                  
instructional approach derived from three areas of research on 
teaching and learning, i.e. assessment for learning, strategic       
mediation and self-regulated learning.

STEPS is still a development work in progress.
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(III) Implementation of Garis Panduan 
      Sekolah Amanah (GPSA)

Developed in 2015, Garis Panduan Sekolah Amanah 
(GPSA) is an initiative led by Bahagian Pengurusan 
Sekolah Harian (BPSH) to serve as a guide in             
executing the TSP in defining the roles of the relevant 
stakeholders and to enable sustainability of the 
Programme.

In 2016, BPSH led the implementation and roll out of 
GPSA to nine (9) states in collaboration with Yayasan 
AMIR and LeapEd. The implementation and roll out 
comprises of eight (8) strategic meetings and seven 
(7) workshops with stakeholders such as Jabatan 
Pendidikan Negeri (JPN), Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah 
(PPD) as well as school leaders.

A four day workshop attended by over 100 members, 
which forms the PPD Monitoring Team was organised 
in Petaling Jaya on 22nd until 25th May 2016. The 
workshop served as a platform to provide an in-depth               
understanding to those who will be assisting and 
overseeing the operationalisation of TSP. A one day 
visit to Trust Schools in Selangor and Kuala Lumpur 
was  also organised to help the participants to have 
better understanding of the TSP by interacting with 
school leaders, teachers, students and stakeholders 
during the session. At the end of the workshop, a              
comprehensive action plan was developed to serve 
as reference for the Monitoring Team to support Trust 
Schools in their respective states.

The year ended with state-based Continuous          
Professional Development (CPD) Sessions for the 
Monitoring Team in September and October. The 
objective of the CPD sessions was to provide 
in-depth understanding and hands on experience for 
the Monitoring Team to be involved in core activities 
of Trust Schools such as School Evaluation        
Framework (SEF), Trust School Improvement Plan 
(TSIP) and Performance Management System (PMS).
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(IV) Trust School Conference

The Trust Schools Conference is a conference organised by Yayasan AMIR in collaboration with the Ministry of           
Education. The fifth conference was held at Berjaya Waterfront Resort, Johor Bahru, from 2nd until  4th August 2016 
and was attended by 800 participants. The three day conference’s theme was “Innovation Drives Sustainable               
Education Transformation” and showcased innovation in TSP as the driver for continuity in education transformation in 
Malaysia. The Conference featured presentations such as classroom setup for Subject Based Classroom (SBC),         
implementation of Generalist Teacher Programme (GTP), Student Voice Group (SVG), Advisory Teacher/ Middle Leader 
(AT/ML) program, community engagement, Jabatan Pendidikan Negeri (JPN) and Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah (PPD) 
approaches and ended with an engaging moderated forum on GPSA which culminated to the launch of GPSA and 
handover of the GPSA Document to JPN Directors or Representatives by Tan Sri Dr. Khair Mohamad Yusof,                    
Director-General, Ministry of Education Malaysia.
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(V) Rangkaian Sekolah Amanah (RaSA)

In 2016, Yayasan AMIR introduced a new initiative called 
Rangkaian Sekolah Amanah or RaSA to build a common 
platform to facilitate stronger interaction between        
participants from various cohorts across all Trust 
Schools states. This platform creates both formal and 
informal settings through a range of outdoor activities 
and indoor sessions, and in turn, helps participants to 
connect, have discussions, provide inputs, share 
Programme updates and network.

Two RaSA programmes were successfully organised, 
first from 8th until 11th May 2016 involving 62 Principals 
and Headmasters, and second from 27th until 30th           
November 2016 involving 32 teachers who are Middle 
Leaders and 30 students from 15 secondary Trust 
Schools. Both programmes were held at Outward Bound 
Malaysia, Lumut, Perak.

This programme was designed to be interactive with the 
purpose of building relationships and cultivating       
friendships within the network.

(C) PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT

(I) School and State Transformation

Yayasan AMIR and LeapED together with BPSH, engaged Kedah State Department of Education to explore a new 
initiative in school and state education transformation. The objective is to develop and implement a state-wide 
transformation programme at the systems-level impacting all districts in Kedah.

(II) Technical and Vocational Education

In addition to mainstream schools, technical and vocational education is another main contributor of skilled        
workforce in our country. As similar transformation is also required, Yayasan AMIR and LeapEd engaged the        
Ministry of Education, i.e. the Technical and Vocational Education Division (BPTV) to explore possibilities of a 
public-private partnership programme impacting technical and vocational colleges. Yayasan AMIR had visited 6 
vocational colleges to gain deeper understanding of the system so as to develop initial approach and scope of the 
initiative. This is still work in progress for both Yayasan AMIR and LeapED.
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(2) SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS PROGRESS

LEVELS DESCRIPTION

There is little evidence of a school being able to show the standards of 
good practice expected in a Trust Schools.

There is some evidence of implementation of Trust Schools                    
methodologies and systems. The school is beginning to identify and 
address some key areas for transformation.

Foundation 2
(31% - 50%)

There is more evidence of implementation of Trust Schools                   
methodologies and systems. The school is able to identify and address 
key areas of transformation.

The methodologies and systems of Trust Schools are evident and 
embedded to ensure sustainability. A school at this level has reached the 
expected standards of a Trust Schools to achieve accreditation status 
and will be expected to show that they are able to sustain these systems 
and develop continuously.

Trust Schools Programme focuses on school-wide transformation with the expected end result of a positive school 
environment that provides students with the skills and knowledge they need to take charge of their learning and 
become life long learners. In line with this, TSP is measured based on two dimensions namely: School progress and 
Students outcome.

(A) SCHOOL PROGRESS

School progress is tracked according to the four Strategic Goals with schools having to achieve Accreditation Level (i.e 
Level 4) of the Trust Schools Standards and Practices (TSSP). The following key indicators are used to track progress 
of the Trust Schools (TS). 

The Trust Schools is demonstrating outstanding achievement and can be 
benchmarked against international standards. Methodologies and 
systems have been embedded, resulting in sustainable and independent 
continued growth and development.

Foundation 1
(0% - 30%)

Foundation 3
(51% - 70%)

Accreditation 
(Level 4) 
(71% - 90%)

Model Trust School 
(Level 5)
(91% - 100%)
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Schools Progress Overview

As of 2016, there are 83 Trust Schools across ten states in Malaysia. Per the three phased TSP Gradual Release Model 
(GRM), schools of Cohort 2011 and Cohort 2013 are in Solidifying Phase whereas schools of Cohort 2014 are in        
Transition Phase and Cohort 2015 and Cohort 2016 are in Transformation Phase. 

All Cohort 2011 schools have progressed steadily from their respective Take-Off Value (TOV) in 2011 in all four strategic 
goals, compared to the previous years. 

One of the challenges faced by the schools in Cohort 2011 are changes in their Senior Leadership Team (SLT). Four 
schools in Johor which are SMK Gelang Patah, SJK(T) Kangkar Pulai, SK Bandar Uda 2 and SK Kg. Layau experienced 
a change of Guru Besar/Pengetua, with SK Bandar Uda 2 and SJK(T) Kangkar Pulai having changes in their Penolong 
Kanan (PK) lineup as well. However, the new leadership had underwent rigorous training in Trust Schools Programme 
leadership modules to ensure that the schools’ progression in the Programme remains uninterrupted. 

Sarawak schools have shown positive progressions towards accreditation with four schools meeting Level 4 of the 
TSSP except for SMK Seri Setia. However, SMK Seri Setia is showing progression towards reaching Level 4 as the gap 
is less than 3% for all SGs. 3 out of 5 schools in Sarawak have seen changes in the SLT which is SK Combined, SM 
Sains Kuching and SMK Seri Setia. However, Sarawak State Education Department with the assistance of the District 
Education Office has identified suitable replacements for the schools.

In 2016, officers from both the State Education Department and District Education Office of Johor and Sarawak have 
been more involved and played a major role in ensuring schools received the necessary support.

Cohort 2011
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SK Bandar Uda 2
SK Kg. Layau
SJK(T) Kangkar Pulai
SMK Gelang Patah
SMK Semenchu

10 schools in Cohort 2011 (the TSP pilot cohort), are currently in Year 4, which is the 
Solidifying Phase of the Programme. Although the schools officially joined TSP in 
2011, structured intervention only commence earnest in 2013 as the first two years 
of the Programme were spent on developing and enhancing the implementation of 
TSP. All the schools in Cohort 2011 have progressed well based on their KPTs and 
have embedded the methodologies and systems of a Trust School to ensure the  
sustainability of the TSP.

SK Tabuan
SK Combined
SK Kg. Empila
SM Sains Kuching
SMK Seri Setia

LIST OF SCHOOLS
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In 2013, the TSP expanded to three schools in Kuala Lumpur. The schools are currently 
in their fourth year of the Programme (Transitioning Phase), indicating that Trust 
Schools’ methodologies and systems are being implemented.

Cohort 2013
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In the overall performance of all four strategic goals, schools of Cohort 2013 have moved steadily above their TOV and 
ahead of the projected progress for all SGs. 

The schools are demonstrating increased independence and the LeapEd team will be focusing on ensuring that     
effective TSP practices are embedded. The excellent progress demonstrated by the schools are indicative of the strong 
level of commitment by teachers in developing their competencies to improve learning and teaching.

SK Desa Pandan has won second place in the Excellent ‘Kumpulan Sokongan Ibu Bapa’ (KSIB) category at the “Majlis 
Penarafan & Penghargaan 5 Bintang (Persatuan Ibu Bapa dan Komuniti (PIBK) Peringkat Kebangsaan 2016”. The 
school also clinched second place in the Kalam Jamaie competition at state level.

SK Sultan Hisamuddin Alam Shah has also created a networking list of sponsors from government and private           
agencies in providing funding expertise, venue and accommodation to promote students’ goals. Community                
engagement is especially strong in the curriculum and co-curriculum domains, with Bank Rakyat, Bank Simpanan 
Nasional, Bank Negara Malaysia, Dewan Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur and ASWARA as the strongest partners and       
sponsors.

Throughout 2016, all three schools have received a constant stream of visitors from both local and international             
institutions for sharing of best practices and also as a baselining visit. All Cohort 2013 schools show good progress 
towards accreditation. 

Schools of Cohort 2011 have achieved numerous achievements, amongst others:

        SMK Gelang Patah is the overall champion of Silat Competition in Johor Bahru District and State and the overall
        winner in the international Program Zafana Serumpun 2016 Competition.
        SM Sains Kuching received the Excellent School Special Award by the Chief Minister of Sarawak.
        Cohort 2011 Sarawak schools have successfully organised a mini Trust School Carnival with the involvement of
        all TS in Sarawak and all Cohort 2013 schools.

In summary, given the full support by Ministry of Education, Yayasan AMIR and LeapEd, schools of Cohort 2011 have 
demonstrated excellent progress and these achievements are a testament of the success of the TSP. 

 
•

•
•

SK Desa Pandan
SK Convent Jalan Peel
SK Sultan Hisamuddin Alam Shah

LIST OF SCHOOLS
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Cohort 2014
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There are 17 Trust Schools under Cohort 2014, which comprises of four clusters, covering 
Johor Bahru, Pasir Gudang, Pontian and Klang Valley. Currently, these schools are in Year 3 
(Transition Phase) of the Programme. 

All schools in this cohort are on track of the projected progress for all SGs, with growing 
independence evident. A few schools are facing challenges due to the Principal/Head 
Master/Head Mistress and SLT retiring or due for promotion pending completion of their 
National Professional Qualification for Educational Leaders (NPQEL) course at the end of 
Year 3 and early Year 4 of the Programme. Therefore, apart from SLTs, Middle Leaders have 
been strengthened to ensure schools’ SLT are supported in the event of any vacant             
Principal/Head Master/Head Mistress and/or SLT position.

SK Pulau Indah
SK Pulau Indah 2
SMK Pulau Indah
SJK (T) Viviekananda
SK Ladang Pendas
SK Jeram Batu
SK Pekan Nanas
SK Pasir Gudang 1
SK Pasir Gudang 3
SK Pasir Gudang 4
SK Medini
SJK (C) Yu Ming 2
SM Agama Bugisiah
SMK Pekan Nanas
SMK Pasir Gudang 2
SMK Pasir Gudang 3
SMK Medini

LIST OF SCHOOLS

Schools in Cohort 2014 have started to strengthen their network by working closely with other schools in the same 
cluster to enhance their progress towards Accreditation. 

Furthermore, schools have actively engaged parents and collaborated with external parties and private sectors, which 
is one of the focuses of TSP. 

A notable achievement in Selangor is SMK Pulau Indah receiving the ‘Lonjakan Saujana’ Awards for the marked 
improvement in the 2015 SPM results whereby their GPS improved tremendously from 5.54 to 4.91.
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The 32 schools in this cohort are in Year 2 of the Transformation Phase of 
the Programme with three different commencement dates, which are as 
follows:

      January 2015 – 10 schools 
      July 2015 – 10 schools
      November 2015 – 12 schools

The rationale behind these three different intakes is to identify the optimal 
intake timeline for new cohorts into the TSP. In addition, this allows 
Yayasan AMIR to consider the necessary intervention and engagement 
required prior to kick-off of the TSP at the selected schools. 

Cohort 2015 was also a remarkable achievement for Yayasan AMIR as it is the biggest intake with different types of 
schools selected, where two premier schools joined the Programme (i.e. : Kolej Melayu Kuala Kangsar (MCKK) and 
Kolej Tunku Kurshiah (TKC)). All schools are showing good progress. The 12 Cohort 2015 November intake schools are 
also progressing well despite 2016 in reality the first year for the schools. With the introduction of the MidLED 
Programme that focuses on Middle Leaders for Cohort 2015 January and July batch, schools are seen to have              
developed a firm grasp of the TSP.

Schools of Cohort 2015 have achieved numerous achievements, amongst others:

       SK Bandar Sunway has a student who is the champion for 4x100m, 4x200m and 200m Majlis Sukan Sekolah-
       Sekolah Malaysia (MSSM) competition. They also won a Silver medal in 100m during the same competition. 
       SMK Bandar Sunway Special Needs Students won the first runner-up in Malaysia Special Olympics National 
       Unified 5a-sides Female Football Tournament.
       SK Kempadang has a student who won third place in an International Equestrian Show.

Yayasan AMIR is consistently monitoring the progress of the schools as well as working together with relevant         
stakeholders to ensure that the schools are well supported and able to reach the set targets. 

Cohort 2015
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Kolej Melayu Kuala Kangsar
Kolej Tunku Kurshiah
SK Bandar Sunway
SK Lembah Subang
SK Cyberjaya
SMK Lembah Subang 
SMK Cyberjaya
SMK Bandar Sunway
SMK Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi
SK KLIA
SMK Cochrane
SMK Taman Maluri
SK Kijal
SK Bukit Anak Dara
SK Ibok
SK Telok Kalong

LIST OF SCHOOLS

SMK Kijal
SK Kempadang
SK Tanjung Lumpur
SMK Tanjong Lumpur
SK Siar Campuran
SK Stunggang Melayu
SK Sampadi
SK Bumiputera
SMK Sungai Maong
SMK Muara Tuang
SMK Lundu
SK Kimanis
SK Mandahan
SK Pekan Kimanis
SMK Bongawan 2
SMKA Limauan
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(B) STUDENT OUTCOMES

Student outcomes are currently determined by achievements in National Academic    
Assessments, as measured through LINUS, UPSR and SPM examinations.

Ujian Penilaian Sekolah Rendah (UPSR)

The 2016 UPSR results was released on 17th November 2016, where 37 Trust Schools 
across four cohorts sat for the UPSR examination. 

2016 UPSR is not comparable to 2015 due to the change in the examination format; the 
new format in 2016 includes the introduction of a new paper with two sections for the 
English subject. This means that students sitting for UPSR from 2016 thereafter have to 
answer six papers compared to five previously.

In 2016, Yayasan AMIR continued its expansion journey and saw the number of schools increase by 21 schools in 4 
existing states, namely Selangor, Perak, Terengganu and Sarawak; and 1 new state which is Kelantan. The appointment 
of the schools as TS was made in November 2016 and thus the schools are currently undergoing the Key Performance 
Target (KPT) setting process.

Cohort 2016

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

COHORT

C2013C2011 C2015C2014

3.0

3.5

Grade Point 
Average

2016 UPSR School Grade Point Average (GPS) Per Cohort

National average
Average GPS target

2016 GPS

3.08 2.65 3.09 3.13

2.26

1.79
2.04 2.09

2.96

SK St. Michael
SK Kg. Tanjung Tuang
SK Niup
SK Kg. Jawa
SJKT. Ladang Ampat
SMK Kg. Jawa
SK Seri Samudera
SK Seri Bayu
SMK Seri Samudera
SK Paka III
SK Pengkalan Berangan
SK Jerong
SK Wakaf Tapai
SMK Seri Paka
SMK Pengkalan Berangan
SMK Wakaf Tapai
SK Jeli (I)
SK Ayer Lanas
SK Gemang
SMK Jeli
SMK Ayer Lanas

LIST OF SCHOOLS

This is in line with the implementation of the Standard Curriculum for Primary Schools (Kurikulum Standard Sekolah 
Rendah - KSSR) and complete implementation of the School Based Assessment (Penilaian Berasaskan Sekolah - PBS); 
in addition to culturing the elements of Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS).

Prior to 2016, the exam questions are multiple-choice and in the new format there are objective questions with a variety 
of forms (e.g: fill-in-the-blanks, match the answers). 
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Cohort 2011
Overall School Average Grade (GPS) of UPSR in 2016 shows a slight dip in comparison to the previous year.

Among the other factors contributing to the drop in the GPS performance was the changes in the UPSR question 
format to emphasise on High Order Thinking Skill (HOTS).

Cohort 2013
Two of the three schools in this cohort showed improvements in their 2016 UPSR School Average Grade (GPS). It was 
also noted that the average GPS for Cohort 2013 Trust Schools is higher than the National GPS of 2.96 .

Cohort 2014
For the 2016 UPSR examination, results were mixed with three schools displaying improvements in their School 
Average Grade (GPS), compared to the previous year. SK Pulau Indah demonstrated the highest improvement followed 
by SJK(T) Vivekananda and SK Pulau Indah 2, from a total of ten schools.

Cohort 2015
Two of the three schools in this cohort demonstrated improvement in their 2016 UPSR School Average Grade (GPS).

Admin: Jumlah keseluruhan calon mendapat semua A UPSR 2016. 15 Mac 2017 
(https://www.mysumber.com/analisis-upsr.html)

1

Note: In the GPS scoring system, a lower GPS score indicates better performance. 

1



Cohort 2011
There is a decrease in the overall GPS for SPM in 2016 compared to the previous year. However, it is noted that the 
average GPS for Cohort 2011 Trust Schools is better than the National GPS of 5.15.

Among the factors identified which contributed to the drop in the GPS performance was the changes in the SPM   
question format to emphasise on HOTS.

Cohort 2014
Results were mixed for the SPM examination with only one of the six schools in this cohort showing improvements in 
their 2016 SPM GPS. Questions set were challenging, testing the students' cognitive ability and creative thinking.

Cohort 2015
For the 2016 SPM examination, 50% of the Cohort 2015 schools registered improvement in their GPS compared to 
previous year. IThe average SPM GPS for Cohort 2015 Trust Schools is higher than the national GPS of 5.10. In 
addition, Tunku Kurshiah College made tremendous improvement by topping the Fully Residential School ranking. 

2

Bernama: SPM 2016 catat GPN lebih baik.  16 March 2017 (http://www.bharian.com.my/node/260650  ) 2

Note: In the GPS scoring system, a lower GPS score indicates better performance. 
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Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM)
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KEY PROGRAMMES

LeadED MidLED
Professional Learning
Community (PLC)

The comprehensive 
leadership development 
programme for School 
Leaders (Principals, 
Headmasters and Senior 
Assistants) is designed to 
enhance their knowledge 
and skills to enable them 
to lead the holistic student 
transformation culture with 
confidence. 

It is underpinned by:
Professional standards

Roles and Responsibilities

Current and leading 
practices on effective 
school leadership

43

• 

• 

• 

MidLED is a comprehensive 
professional development 
programme designed to 
develop the knowledge, 
skills, understanding and 
confidence of Middle 
Leaders – experienced staff 
who have been promoted 
into positions of middle 
management (Panel Heads 
or Head of Departments) – in 
relation to school improve-
ment planning, performance 
management and 
professional development. 

It is aimed to build capacity 
by enabling them to 
disseminate and share 
education pedagogical 
development of their 
colleagues. Middle Leaders 
will therefore become 
pedagogical leaders within 
their schools and ensure 
sustainable and continuous 
improvement in the Trust 
Schools beyond the duration 
of the Programme. 

A group of educators coming 
together regularly with two 
broad purposes:

Improving educators 
through collaborative study, 
expertise exchange and 
professional dialogue
 
Improving the educational 
aspirations, achievement 
and attainment of students 
through shared experiences

• 

• 

• 

In Trust Schools, it is 
structurally designed to be 
embedded as part of 
“on-the-job learning” in 
shifting the focus from 
teaching to learning. During 
these sessions, they are able 
to discuss and develop 
plans, practice their skills, 
gather feedback from peer 
observation as well as 
presenting outcomes and 
next steps.



TeachSmart
Subject-Based
Classrooms

Co-curriculum
Programme
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• 

• 

The TeachSmart programme 
aimed to promote a shared 
understanding of an effective 
teaching practice and to 
embed core pedagogical and 
methodologies in Trust 
Schools, based on the Seven 
Pedagogical Pillars:

Lesson planning and 
content delivery
 
Creating a positive learning 
environment
 
Assessment for Learning
 
Collaborative and 
Cooperative Learning
 
Questioning and Thinking 
Skills
 
Differentiation
 
Professional Knowledge 
and Reflection

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

It is designed to support 
holistic development of 
students and enhance parent 
and community involvement 
in the schools.

Co-curriculum programme 
develops students’ skills
 
Leadership – through 
Student Voice Groups and 
School Ambassadors
 
Self-management through 
participation in activities
 
Teamwork and 
collaboration – embedded 
in all activities
 
Research and enquiry 
through curriculum and 
cross-curriculum projects 
like Science Fairs
 
Public Speaking through 
Toastmasters, debate, 
conference presentations 
etc

• 

• • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A classroom is selected for a 
particular subject to be 
taught in it, and the teachers 
who teach that particular 
subject are based in the 
room. It ensures that 
teachers take ownership of 
the room and establish the 
ethos and learning 
atmosphere, preparing the 
students with the correct 
mindset to learn effectively. 

Note: The implementation of 
SBC is subject to the 
fullfillment of established key 
criteria.



Moving Forward
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2016 has indeed been a good year for Yayasan 
AMIR, and more importantly, for the Trust Schools 
programme. The programme development and 
implementation tracks took a serious step forward 
working in collaboration with LeapEd Services and 
the Ministry of Education on Garis Panduan        
Sekolah Amanah (GPSA).
 
In tandem with progress, YA will continue to focus 
on building support for GPSA for all participating 
States and districts alike. This is going to be a 
critical body of work for TSP sustainability and to 
also ensure that the culture in practice for schools 
are embedded.
 
TSP 2017 –will have new schools in new States. 
This alone would also require much engagement 
with new partners. It is always exciting to have 
more partners in the programme.
 
We are always making sure that progress is built 
on lessons learnt and opportunities to move 
forward, hence YA is eager to continue to propel 
greater dimensions of work in 2017: nurturing a 
State based transformation project, ensuring 
GUSTO gets documented and continues its    
implementation, new innovation track in vocational 
work and most importantly, support upcoming 
accreditation of schools.
 
We hope that our belief –“Once a Trust School will 
always be a Trust School” is not just a saying, but 
a notion and motion in practice.



Yes! Any school can be a Trust School as long as it fulfils these factors for consideration:

Become a Trust School

Interest of sponsors 
School readiness

School characteristics 
MoE approval 

The entire process from end-to-end is supported by MoE and Yayasan AMIR 

Pre-Selection

Engage sponsor
Conduct preliminary
visits
Selection visit by 
engaging with the 
principal or 
headmaster of the 
school 
Issue Letter of Intent 
by Sponsor 

•
•

•

•

Assessment 
and Selection

Engage PPD & JPN
Conduct selection 
visits to potential 
schools with MoE 
(Federal/JPN/PPD) 
representatives by
engaging SLT, 
teachers and parents 
representatives 
Finalise school

•
•

•

Post-Selection

Finalise 
sponsorship 
agreement
Trust Schools 
Programme 
commences with 
effect from 1 October 

•

•

CAN ANY SCHOOL BECOME A TRUST SCHOOL?
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Sponsor a School

BE A CATALYST FOR CHANGE

The Trust Schools Programme is committed to delivering quality education and improving the student-learning 
environment. Children learn most efficiently when they are able to obtain new knowledge and integrate it with their own 
experiences. As the saying goes, it takes a village to raise a child; thus collaborative partners play an important role in 
transforming the education landscape. Yayasan AMIR and MoE seek support from corporations, alumni groups and 
individuals to help us in our mission to transform the education system into one of excellence; which creates better 
outcomes for our students. Your contribution of sponsoring a school will not only help build a promising future for our 
students, but affect change in the overall education system.

As a sponsor, you can choose to sponsor school programmes or customise your contribution to specific activities in 
line with their specific needs, interests or focus areas. Sponsorship opportunities incorporate high-visibility, high-value 
programmes that include the following benefits:

Be part of the Trust Schools Network (e.g. exchange of knowledge and information, participation in Trust 
Schools events and projects)

Media exposure and recognition as Trust Schools Sponsor

Opportunity to implement value-added and specific sponsor programmes

Sponsorship is tax-exempted under Section 44 (6)

1.

2.

3.

4.

PLATINUM GOLD SILVER

1 cluster 
(5 schools and 

above)

2-4 Schools Programme
Sponsorship

Tel
Fax
Email

For enquiries,
please contact :

+ 6 03 5880 5700 / 5701
+ 6 03 5880 5703
info@yayasanamir.org.my
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• Independent Auditors’ Report
• Selected Audited Financial Indicators
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
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To the Trustees of Yayasan AMIR
(Incorporated in Malaysia)

Report on the selected audited financial indicators

Opinion

The selected audited financial indicators, which comprises the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2016 
and the statement of comprehensive income for the year then ended are derived from the audited financial statements 
of Yayasan AMIR for the year ended 31 December 2016.

In our opinion, the accompanying selected audited financial indicators set out on page 50 are consistent, in all material 
respects, with the audited financial statements.

Selected audited financial indicators

The selected audited financial indicators does not contain all the disclosures required by the Malaysia Financial 
Reporting Standards, International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 1965 in 
Malaysia. Reading the selected audited financial indicators and the auditors' report thereon, therefore, is not a           
substitute for reading the audited financial statements of Yayasan AMIR for the year ended 31 December 2016 and    
the auditors' report thereon. The selected audited financial indicators and the audited financial statements do not 
reflect the effects of events that occurred subsequent to the date of our report on the audited financial statements.

The audited financial statements and our report thereon

We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited financial statements in our report dated 26 May 2017.

Trustees' responsibility for the selected audited financial indicators

Trustees are responsible for the preparation of the selected audited financial indicators set out on page 50.

Auditors' responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the selected audited financial indicators are consistent, in all 
material respects, with the audited financial statements of Yayasan AMIR for the year ended 31 December 2016 based 
on our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Malaysian Approved Standard on Auditing (ISA) 810 
(Revised), "Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements".

26 May 2017
Kuala Lumpur
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SELECTED AUDITED FINANCIAL INDICATORS 

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 
For the financial year ended 31 December 2016
Income 61.86 50.36 

61.47 49.44

 0.39 0.92 

53.46 44.47

9.92 5.68

(1.52) 0.21

- -

 (1.52) 0.21

Donation

Hibah income

Expenditure

(Deficit)/surplus before taxation

Net (deficit)/surplus***

Trust Schools Development Programme Costs

Other operating expenses

Taxation 

2016 2015

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at 31 December 2016

Current Assets

79.11 56.83

0.12 0.19

24.02 16.65

112.03 116.65

12.03 16.65

112.03 118.17

Cash and cash equivalents

Other receivables

Cash and bank balances*

Current Liabilities

Non-Current Assets

Donation-in-advance

Other payables

Equipment 

Represented By

Non-Current Liabilities

Amount due to sponsors

Contribution from member
Retained surplus***

2016 2015

0.00^ 0.00^
1.52

112.03 118.17

54.97 39.99Financial assets designated as fair value through profit or loss

100.00Financing from Khazanah**

63.38 50.15

50

45.17 90.60

7.04 53.11

38.13 37.49

12.25 29.26

0.76 4.58

11.49 24.68
32.92 61.34

This amount relates to an 'Endowment Fund' set aside by the Company on behalf of the sponsor to demonstrate the sponsor's financial commitment to the Government of Malaysia ("the 
Government") for the schools that are included in the Trust Schools Development Programme ("TSDP"), based on the requirement stipulated in the Public-Private Sector Operation and Management 
Agreement ("PPSOMA") entered between the Company and the Government. The Endowment Fund is restricted in use and can only be returned to sponsor upon completion of the TSDP on any 
or all of the Trust Schools, or in the event of default by the Government of its obligations as stipulated in the PPSOMA. However, should the Company default its obligations as stipulated in the 
PPSOMA, the Endowment Fund shall be apportioned on a pro-rata basis and shall be transferred to the accounts of each Trust School under the TSDP.
In 2015, Khazanah via its special purpose vehicle issued a Sustainable and Responsible Investment Sukuk ("SRI") amounting to RM100 million to fund the Trust School Programme ("TSP") activities 
via a back-to-back arrangement with Yayasan Amir. The proceeds will be used as an advance to finance the TSP expenses with the principal to be settled via proceeds to be received from sponsors 
over the period of the financing. The unutilised portion of the financing was invested in money market placements and equity securities.
As at 1 Jan 2016, Yayasan AMIR had retained surplus of RM1.5 million arising from interest income in prior years. In line with the policy to recognise sponsorship donation for expenses as incurred, 
this surplus has been set-off against operating expenses incurred in current year, resulting in a deficit of RM1.5 million for the year and a nil balance in its retained surplus moving forward.
Represent an amount below RM10,000

*

0.00^ 1.52

Net Current Assets

**

^

***
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Ministry of Education Malaysia (MoE) is the central 
agency overseeing the education system across the 
country, covering pre-schools, primary and secondary 
schools. It is guided by its mission to perpetuate 
excellent quality of education.              

The curriculum set by MoE is committed to developing a child holistically as 
reflected in the National Education Philosophy. 

The idea of Trust Schools was conceived in 2009 together with Yayasan AMIR. In 
essence, Trust Schools Programme was designed as an implementation model 
to accelerate innovation and improve student outcomes by empowering schools 
with greater decision making autonomy and greater accountability. In 2010, the 
Trust Schools Programme materialised as a long term commitment to improve 
accessibility to quality education in the Government with Yayasan AMIR as its 
pioneer partner. MoE is envisioning the expansion of the Trust Schools model to 
700 schools by 2025 by including corporates, alumni groups and                
non-governmental organisations as potential partners and sponsors. As the 
expansion takes place, greater diversity of private and social entities will have the 
opportunity to get involved in the schools improvement process. It will enable the 
private sector to partner with MoE in transforming the education landscape in 
Malaysia. 

LeapEd Services Sdn Bhd (LeapEd) is committed to enriching the learning experience 
for school-going young Malaysians. As the design and implementation partner to the 
Yayasan AMIR Trust Schools Programme (YATSP), LeapEd is part of an exciting 
initiative to transform public schools into centres of excellence where learners are 
nurtured to reach their greatest potential as Malaysia moves towards becoming a 
developed nation. Young Malaysians are coached to think critically and creatively, and 
encouraged to grow as well-rounded, responsible citizens with strong communication 
skills and high ethical values. 

LeapEd programmes promote the holistic development of students through an integrated school improvement and 
transformation approach that focuses on leadership development, improving teaching and learning practices, nurturing 
student potential and building effective partnerships with parents and the community. The schools are exposed to a 
comprehensive set of programmes designed to address school leadership, classroom pedagogy, student potential and 
school community engagement that impact school improvement and transformation. LeapEd promotes collaborative 
partnerships with schools and the development of professional learning communities, as well as continuous self-im-
provement and embedded reflective practices among school leaders and teachers to ensure sustainable improvement 
practices. 

Level 52, Menara TM, Jalan 
Pantai Baharu, 50672 Kuala 
Lumpur.

Tel
Fax

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION MALAYSIA (MoE)

LeapEd SERVICES SDN BHD

KL Head Office

Suite 5.1, Level 5, Menara Pelangi, No 
2, Jalan Kuning, Taman Pelangi, 
80400, Johor Bahru.

Tel
Fax

Johor

Wisma DUBS Everise, Level 
L2-03, Jalan Petanak, 93100 
Kuching.

Tel
Fax

Sarawak

Malaysia Education 
Blueprint Report
2013-2025

+6 03 2282 3456
+6 03 2282 3457

+6 07 332 3457
+6 07 332 2457

+6 082 251 839
+6 082 241 839
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KEMENTERIAN PENDIDIKAN 
MALAYSIA

LEAPED SERVICES SDN BHD

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI JOHOR

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI SARAWAK

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI SELANGOR

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 03 8000 8000
: +6 03 8000 8001
: http://www.moe.gov.my

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 03 22602118
: +6 03 22606118
: http://www.leapedservices.com

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 07 2310000
: +6 07 2347132
: http://jpnjohor.moe.gov.my

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 08 2473473
: +6 08 473 478
: http://jpnsarawak.moe.gov.my

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 03 5518 6500
: +6 03 5510 2133
: http://jpnselangor.moe.gov.my

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI SEMBILAN

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI SABAH

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI PAHANG

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI TERENGGANU

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN 
KUALA LUMPUR
Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 03 6203 7777
: +6 03 6203 7788
: http://jpwpkl.moe.gov.my

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 09 571 5700
: +6 09 573 4857
: http://jpnpahang.moe.gov.my

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 09 621 3000
: +6 09 623 8415
: http://jpnterengganu.moe.gov.my

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 08 885 37011
: +6 08 8823 4828
: http://jpnsabah.moe.gov.my

Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 06 765 3100
: +6 06 765 9969
: http://www.jpnns.gov.my

Tel
Fax
Website

: +605  501 5000
: +605  527 7273
: http://jpnperak.moe.gov.my

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI PERAK
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JABATAN PENDIDIKAN 
NEGERI KELANTAN
Tel
Fax
Website

: +6 09 741 8000
: +6 09 748 2554
: http://jpnkelantan.moe.gov.my


